data. Further, dynamic data analysis of such huge data requires Hadoop like map-reduce stacks [3] . For example, Netflix, an online video viewing subscription based platform relies on customer's viewing preferences to recommend better titles which are more relevant [4] . Face book tracks user interactions with news feed items, friends and pages, photos, text posts etc. to provide better features on its social networking platform.
Introduction
With the advent of high internet accessibility and electronic devices like smart phones & tablets, more and more data is collected and stored in databases. Cloud & Web services by Amazon, Microsoft and alike enabled developers to scale up by making use of distributed computing and clusters to gather much more real time information like sensor data from Internet of Things (IoT) devices, online game data, telemetry of user events on applications and websites, etc. Since the traditional database systems weren't designed or optimized for such enormous size of data with complex data types and structures, the need of Not Only SQL (NoSQL) databases increased [1] . These databases may or may not have features of traditional relational databases in favor of better horizontal scaling facilities, which is a problem for RDMS or having schema-less document based objects, which allow capturing complex structures such as data coming from several different sensors and also allowing faster access in some cases [2] .
Not only the quantity of data has increased, but the value of the same has also skyrocketed. The data is used by big firms to perform scientific analysis using machine learning and artificial intelligence concepts to improve their products on basis of that The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Firstly, prior work in the domain of watermarking relational databases is discussed. Secondly, the proposed database watermarking technique for NoSQL databases for tamper detection is presented followed by the experimental results and Integrity analysis. Lastly, the paper is concluded.
Prior Work
Agrawal and Kiernan [6] introduced the concept of robust watermarking of relational databases. Their technique embeds single bit watermark into secretly selected positions. Several other researchers have contributed in the domain of robust watermarking [7] [8] [9] [10] . Watermarking schemes often require manipulation with a snapshot of entire database. Either some values of attributes are modified [7] [8] [9] , or the order of tuples in the database is modified to embed a watermark.
Fragile watermarking techniques are also classified as distortion [11] [12] or distortion-free techniques Guo et al [13] [14] [15] [16] . Proposed the technique to embed and verify watermark group by group independently according to some secure parameters [11] . In this scheme two sets of watermarks are embedded into LSB's of the attributes of a tuple within a group to localize modifications made to the database. Recently, Khan et al. proposed another fragile technique [13] . The core idea of their technique is to generate watermark based on local characteristics of database relation like frequency distribution of digit, length and range. The watermark thus produced was not embedded into the databases; however, was secured with trusted third party for future reference. Techniques proposed in [14] [15] [16] embeds fragile watermark by changing the position of tuples within a database. Such techniques use a watermark string and create partitions using primary key and the binary string of watermark. The tuples in the partitions are then rearranged by comparison of their monotonicity, and relies on order of the tuples in the database to verify status of the database [17] .
Literature shows several researches on XML documents as well [18] [19] . In [18] , authors extended the work of Agrwawal et al [6] on XML data by defining locators in XML. Another approach suggested by them, compresses the data before watermarking. This claims to achieve better data security. Clearly, these approach can't be applied to databases where; (i) Data comes every minute or so, making snapshot nearly impossible to take.
(ii) Data is saved in document stores which don't maintain order of documents.
No prior work is done on watermarked protection of such Schema-less databases. To fulfill this gap, new perspective of embedding watermark into such databases is proposed. Our proposal deals with the above mentioned issues by leveraging the flexible schema features provided by NoSQL database. Since tuples need not have uniform schema in document-based databases, one can inject attribute(s) right before database operation to tuples in order to embed watermark. This gives us the required dynamic nature that can work on a live, constantly changing database.
The Proposed Watermarking Technique
In this paper, a tamper detection technique is proposed. The watermark creation is a function of owner decided parameters and tuple signature from sensitive attributes which one wish to track tampering. Figure 1 shows the flow diagram of the proposed watermarking technique.
For every incoming tuple, firstly, the watermark is generated. This process is discussed in detail further in the paper. Generated watermark is saved in a new attribute, i.e. a new attribute is dynamically injected into the tuple before inserting it to database or updating it in database. Figure 2 depicts this process. Injecting of watermark is followed by completion of tuple addition operation on database. Finally, Verification can be done by recalculating the watermark and comparing it with existing value in the "injected attribute". Re-calculation of the watermark and comparison with the extracted value would be required to check whether the tuple was tampered or not.
Since the embedding process for one tuple is completely independent from another one, this approach can actually be applied in practice to databases where order isn't maintained for the documents. Further, isolation of each document allows us to perform verification using concurrent paradigms, thus resulting in near-real-time detection of tampering.
Implementation
Object Relational Mapping (ORM) layers in software stacks allow users to add programmatic hooks to operations like save, delete etc. This is where one should implement this watermarking scheme. Essentially, one can transform a tuple by adding a new attribute with some value. Pseudocode 1, Add_Attribute shows the process of inserting a tuple into DB by adding extra attribute containing watermark. 
getInjectedAttributeName (tuple)
The function returns the name of the attribute that is to be injected into the tuple. Work can be done in deciding an attribute name in order to avoid obvious patterns that can help an attacker to suspect the attribute to have non application related usage. More the names match to application's domain, easier it is to deceive the attackers.
Implementation of this can be done as elucidated in Pseudo code 2, assuming data-type of watermark would be integral. Names are an array that holds list of various possible attribute names and Count. Names tell the number of elements in names. Use of secret key in selection condition of new attribute adds a level of security to the process [20] . One key point that is to be kept in mind while implementing the function is that the logic for choosing a name should be reversible with the help of tamper-free tuple data so as to detect modifications.
getWatermark (tuple, secret)
This function is arguably the most important part of entire proposal. Owner must implement this carefully in such a way that an attacker can't reverse the process of creating the watermark by observing patterns. The function returns watermark of decided data-type keeping dynamically injected attribute name in mind. A basic strategy that can be employed is as follows in Pseudo code 3. Watermark is prepared by concatenating secret key with the value of attributes in that tuple and then taking hash of it. Attributes in database are of varied data type. Each attribute of a tuple is processed and converted to real number and then concatenated to prepare signature.
To maintain security of the algorithm, secret key is used. Substring of hash is taken as the value of newly added attribute. Many cryptographic hash algorithms exist in literature, e.g. MD5, RIPE-MD, SHA-2, SHA-3, SNEFRU, etc. We implement SHA-2 algorithm as a cryptographic hash function that yields 256-bit hash value owing to its improved resilience against attacks [21] [22] . Hash possesses a strong avalanche effect. Even with a single-bit change in input, large number of bits changes in hashed output. Hence, it is difficult to guess input given the output of the secure hash function.
The signature is prepared using all attributes of the tuple. However same can be modified by concatenating only crucial attributes. In such case, temperedness in participating attributes is detected. This may be used for large databases with large number of attributes; where information of few attributes is crucial and requires protection. 
Tamper Detection
For fragile watermarking, signature using crucial or all attributes of the tuple has to be generated. The key idea is to make the process fast, reversible with randomness. A fairly straightforward implementation is mentioned below in pseudocode 4. The function returns a Boolean. It simply recalculates the watermark for a tuple existing in database, and compares it with the one concealed in the injected attribute. If they match, then the database was preserved, i.e. no tampering occurred. However, if they don't match or the attribute itself is missing from the tuple, it would mean that the database was tampered in a particular tuple. Thus, localization up to tuple level is attained.
The proposed technique employs two security levels to complete the entire watermarking process. Firstly, watermark is prepared securely using a secret key making difficult for an attacker to crack the watermark. Secondly, a new attribute where a watermark is embedded is chosen using a secret parameter. 
Experimental Results and Analysis
Experiments are performed on the dataset that contains the preprocessed and filtered session data for DePaul CTI web server [23] . The data is based on a random sample of users visiting this site for a two-week period during April 2002. The database contains 20509 tuples with varying attributes of maximum limit 10.
Proposed technique is tried on [23] and the performance loss one would achieve due to overhead of watermarking is tested. Results recorded in table 1 show that the change is nominal.
Integrity Analysis
Next, the experiment to check the robustness of proposed technique is performed. The attribute values are altered and the change in regenerated watermark with the extracted one is recorded. The graph in figure 3 shows the changes in extracted watermark by altering attributes that does not contain watermark. Since, I have applied hash of the concatenated attribute values of a tuple; even a single bit change in input will result in change of large number of bits which can be verified from the graph. With 5% change in tuple, the change in watermark extracted is 20% which further increases on increasing the alterations in tuple.
Let us consider the following cases that may arise. We take . Thus, the two watermarks will match stating no perturbations in a tuple.
(b) The content of the any of the tuple attribute was changed but not the embedded watermark. In this case, the re-generated watermark g W will not be the same as the original watermark s W . Thus, the re-generated watermark will not match the extracted watermark, i.e. From the above, it is clear that the watermark is highly fragile. Any changes made to the dataset that affects the redacts and/or rules or the embedded watermark or both can be immediately detected.
Conclusion and Future scope
The proposal exploits the option to have schema-less database in NoSQL to inject an attribute to tuples and save the watermark in it. The name of the attribute and its value can be dynamically modified to increase randomness and thereby security. No dependency of watermark for a tuple on other tuples enables the scheme to be used in distributed/sharded systems. Further, absence of sharded data leaves space for concurrent operations for quick runtimes of the watermark embedding phase. Experimental results and analysis proves the fragility of our watermark against perturbations.
The same framework can be extended to work for embedding watermark such that it can help in proving ownership of a particular database. The idea is to make use of several owner secrets that can't be reproduced probabilistically by a datathief. So by only tweaking the get Watermark function, the same framework can be extended to serve as a technique for ownership verification. 
